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Recent Comments Posted To www.lgwilliams.com 
 
By Various 
 
 Let's not worry about LG Williams and really move on to artists who we can 

trust as being pillars of good moral decency like Pink, Tila Tequila, and Amy 
Winehouse. LG is an art pig. I think the free ride on LG is over.! Lets be 
concerned with Americas future and stop all the bull s*** over LG. 
 

 LG's art program and does not sound like recovery to me, it sounds like farts 
in the tub. Just saying. 
 

 LG is truly sad example of what he could have been. I knew him when he was 
great... 
 

 LG is a narcissistic, dude-child, who has been following in art's footsteps, and 
probably won't change. 
 

 If he and Cherry get back together, it would be interesting to see what it costs 
him. 
 

 A sad, pathetic example of a man, an artist and a dude... 
 

 If??? The media, art press etc. have the almighty concern for the future of LG's 
art, why? Do they print articles such as this and put this diatribe on the 
airwaves? 
 

 It's not that LG had all those art affairs, it's who he had them with that speaks 
volumes as to his character. 
 

 This is not Disney where we can mould him into the person we would like him 
to be. If I had been a fan I would be very sad but I have no sympathy for him. 
 

 Good at art, good in bed, end of story. 
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 If you went from 20 blondes to 30......yes, maybe LG is little overwhelmed. 
 

 I can believe LG exploded. But not in rage. 
 

 Just about every story on LG Williams has been hearsay so far, between he 
and all those art whores. How many ways can we get people to hate LG's art? 
 

 I do believe that LG confirmed what he initially denied about being artistically 
unfaithful. Maybe you missed it. 
 

 A friend of a friend’s cousin’s wife told me about LG. Sounds similar to his 
other stories. 
 

 I think that Artforum is trying to get more than its 15 minutes worth of 
credibility from having one story right. 
 

 Do you think LG's galleriest is a woman, wearing a short skirt, with her hair 
pinned up, wearing librarian glasses? I would be enraged, too. 
 

 His ex-wife needs to wash her hands of this loser. 
 

 You can't believe everything you read on hearsay. 
 

 Yes, we want to believe all the sordid details, but LG had a number of art 
affairs with women who couldn't hold a candle to his gallerist and that's 
enough for me to dislike him. 
 

 I caught my wife in bed with a crack dealer, it wasn't that she cheated..... 
 

 What amazes me the most is that Artforum, the joke of all art rag "journalism" 
is taken for gospel..Just like the tarts who are spewing their garage... unreal!! o 
Now that TMZ, Rador on line and Artforum take on a reputable place it is over 
folks.. My gosh what a tragedy! I don't believe a single word.. Not a syllable 
written from those rags.. Mind you own business all you nasty, judgmental 
people. Leave LG alone. 
 

 LG won't change his stripes. He'll be out carousing with the girls again, soon. 
LG is a freaking dog. 
 

 I too think LG's problem is not art but artistic self-hatred and a buying into the 
belief that artists are superior. That is his problem. 

 
 I will not let my wife visit www.lgwilliams.com 
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